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F _____________ Alert!
Do give us a hand! Take your empty bottles, used glasses 

and other stuff with you, when you are done with it. And 

if you are still on your feet when the milonga ends, please 

help us to help yourself to a nice, fresh and beautifull venue.

n Festival Info Desk is open from 11.45 until 18 at Kulturhus Indre By
n Get TangoMap with info about program, citymap, local cafe discounts

Take a tango walk

Tango starts with the first step. Every evening newcomers show up at the introduction course in 
Kedelhallen. Yesterday the teachers Mette&Martin (photo) from M2Tango showed the way.

Milonga in the afternoon
From 2pm to 8pm the free milonga at the Kul-
turhuset Indre By gives you space and oppor-
tunities to meet friends and new acquaintan-
ces, do some tango shopping, have a coffee 
and a laugh. 

And-and-and: treat yourself to a massage. 
Write your name on the list at the door on the 
first floor - and ease your sore muscles!
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How shoe do you get?
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“I see the movement of the dress in 3-dimensio-
nal”, says Bettina Maria arriving from Berlin. She 
has lived in California and BA, now back in Europe 
designing and sealing fluid, soft, stretch designs 
for tango. She is present at Kulturhuset Indre 

By all afternoons and Sunday 
evening during the festival.
 
“The tango dress should be feminine and pleasant for 
both”, says Natallia from Russia. She has lived in Den-
mark for 12 years and is now designing for tango. She 
works with various types of silk and recommends tight-
ness at waist and wide around the knees. She also works 
with Dansemessen here in Copenhagen.

Dressed to tango

... and even the sun came out!
After night comes day - ohh what a platitude! But nevertheless it didn’t take 
long for dancers to find a chair in the sun soon after the first rays hit the 
square in front of the afternoon milonga.

Tangorella lost her shoe!
In the heat of the abrazzo - or more 
likely after! - some of you forgot your 
shoes. We have displayed them and 
other effects in the window by the 
foldertable in Kedelhallen.


